Meeting date: June 9, 2015
Members present:
Kurt Hendricks, Joe Kuenzli, Mary Daniel
Air conditioning update: it is fixed, We have a Mom, whose kids were in Cub Scouts at St.
Bruno who gave of her talent with Johnson Controls and we went from an estimate of over
15,000.00 to around 1500. We should be adding an old laptop to the system so we can read the
controls and monitor them.
We used to have a rental agreement for reasonable fees for use of the gym, gathering space. It
needs to be revisited. There is no charge now and St. Bruno's does the cleanup, our cleaning
supplies, utilities, wages, etc . We are a very busy campus.
Old Windows in the school on second floor. 3 more need to be done. Bauer Window did the last
three last summer, St.Bruno provided to people to help with labor cost. ( update, this was
approved)
Baptismal Font. It is making very loud noises in the pump room frequently, Jim Millane and
Kurt will put in a slow release value in hopes it will help. We still have a slow leak within the
system that continues to puzzle us.
Carpets in school and gathering place will be cleaned soon. Teachers will help move their room
contents out in the hall.
Building and Grounds will not meet in July.
Please feel free to pull any weeds you see. Paul Kronschnabel has sprayed once. Paul can you
do it again, Please.
A pew in church, near the back in the middle, had a very large wax spill on the upholstery. An
attempt to remove it with an iron and brown paper caused a burn in the fabric.
I have contacted PRA, the architect, for the name of the fabric if it is still available. The whole
pew will need new fabric.
Thank you,
Mary

